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I have had the distinct pleasure of working
with Ed Churchman for the last nine months, after
contracting with him to design my home in Alder
Creek, South Fork, Colorado. During this time, he
has continued to demonstrate his extreme talent
and attention to detail in all his design work.
From the beginning, Ed was consistent in
exercising his skills at adapting vague design ideas
that I would present to him. I was most impressed
with the speed with which he completed the design
work on my house. When I presented him with very
sketchy concepts and rough drawings, he swiftly
and adeptly brought those to ideas to fruition. His
ability to create beautiful, efficient and unique living
spaces has resulted in a house design that will be a
showcase of his creativity. His design has been
admired by everyone who has visited the
construction site of my new home.
Ed does not limit himself to that which he
has been asked to do. His input and attention to
details of the home, including the kitchen design,
aesthetic appeal and functionality, have made the construction experience pleasant and fun. His
willingness to allow the home to evolve and dictate changes as it was being built, further illustrate his
professionalism and his prowess as an artist.
Ed has been an integral part of the construction process, lending his expertise and input to the
contractor. He consistently oversees the project, paying close attention to detail of the design and
engineering needs that arise. He stays in regular contact with me, advising me of the building process and
welcoming open discussion of new ideas.
I strongly recommend Ed for any design work and know that his professionalism. integrity and
artistic imagination will continue to allow him to create beautiful living spaces for many generations to
enjoy.
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